
HOMES Annual Meeting Program
Sea Crest Beach Hotel and Resort, Falmouth, MA
May 8-9, 2017

Monday, May 8, 2017

8:00a – 1:00p Golf Tournament – Brookside Club, 11 Brigadoon Road, Bourne, MA

9:00a – 4:00p VGM Retail Roadshow – Nauset I
[Sponsored by VGM Group]

This hands-on, interactive event will provide you with practical tips, techniques and strategies
for how to grow your retail business. Geared toward retail managers, senior leadership and
decision makers, this event is packed with relevant information to catapult your business into
a long-term, successful future.

TOPICS WILL INCLUDE:
· Marketing: Strategies for getting more traffic into your store
· Inventory management and merchandising: Methods to boost your bottom line
· Introduction to the newest and best products for retail success (including one-on-one

time with retail vendors)
· Financials and operations: Achieving successful outcomes

ADDED BENEFIT!
Those who attend will receive additional discounts from these top retail manufacturers:
Therafirm, Vionic, Contour and Golden Technologies!

9:00a – 12:00p Noridian Workshop – Nauset II
Speakers:  Patty Mulcahy and Kari O’Hara, Noridian

Noridian has tools and resources that are designed to help HME providers submit claims
correctly and reduce denial rates.  Learn about these programs, such as STEP, and hear
about one-on-one education opportunities through Electronic Supplier Visits (ESV).  We will
be discussing top CERT denials, frequent errors in documentation and scenarios on how to
alleviate errors. Following this general overview, Patty and Kari are going to break into
roundtable discussions.

Noridian Roundtable Discussions – The roundtable portion of the workshop will be broken
down into four 30-minute discussion periods.

DME/Repairs/ABNs – Discussion will include how to reduce DME denials, repair issues and
ABNs.

Oxygen & PAP – Discuss the most common reasons for denial and what you can do to
correct them.

Complex and Manual Wheelchairs – Discussion will include the new PA requirement for
two power wheelchair codes (K0856 and K0861) going into effect nationwide July 1, 2017.
Noridian will review what providers need to know in order to get an affirmative authorization
that is required for reimbursement.

Doing it Right the First Time - This roundtable will review common audit errors, Additional
Documentation Requests (ADRs), Supplier Self Audits, and how to correctly and completely
submit claims and appeals the first time.



2:00p – 3:00p The 4 C’s of Patient Collections: Change, Coach, Cater, and Collect – Nauset II
Speaker: Jennifer Leon, Brightree

Are your patients still walking out the door with ‘free’ equipment expecting not to pay?
CHANGE the patient expectation and behavior and learn how to secure those assets without
extra labor resources. Are your employees afraid to ask your patients for their copay
because they never had to in the past? COACH them on why it’s more important than ever,
and implement a companywide policy. Does your patient base require easy payment
arrangements such as monthly payment plans, faster notification of balances owed, and the
ability to view their account online? CATER to your patient base by rolling out these
important features which in the end creates a better experience for you and your patient. Are
you at the end of your rope in trying to figure out how to obtain patient balances on time,
every time? COLLECT by securing AutoPAY on items such as recurring rentals and be
consistent in this quest. In this session, we will examine the truth behind what is really
needed in a strong, solid patient collections strategy. Expect to walk away with ‘not so new’
ideas and tactics that will take the patient collections game to a whole new level.

3:00p – 5:00p Brightree Best Practices Workshop – Nauset II
Speaker: Lisa Ziehl, Brightree

At the forefront of interoperability, Brightree’s cloud-based business management software
and integrated solutions help you to generate new cash flows, share data seamlessly and
dramatically streamline operations and improve profitability.  Are you making the most of
your Brightree system?  In this session, you will learn about the newest features and get a
glimpse on what is on our roadmap for future releases.  We will cover some best practices
for billing and intake management workflows, and will have plenty of opportunity for providers
to join in the conversation with Q&A on how they are harnessing the technology!

1:00 – 5:00p MED Group Best Practices Workshop– Chatham
Speaker: Patty Reni, The MED Group [Sponsored by The MED Group]

MED Group members are welcome to attend this workshop on best practices for maximum
reimbursement when working with payers.  Attendees should plan to participate in an
interactive session of issues and opportunities discussion, work processes review, tips for
avoiding common mistakes, and many other areas surrounding the payer process for your
company.

5:30p – 8:00p Reception and Exhibit Show – Nauset III, IV & V

Join conference attendees for cocktails and hors-d”oeuvres in a relaxed setting. Golf prizes
will be awarded and we will be raffling a Google Home!

8:00p Explore Cape Cod!

Tuesday, May 9, 2017

7:00a – 8:00a Registration – Nauset Nook

7:00 – 8:00a Continental breakfast with exhibitors – Nauset III, IV & V

8:15a – 9:15a Washington Update - Opportunities for 2017 and Beyond – Nauset I & II
Speaker: Tom Ryan, AAHomecare [Sponsored by AAHomecare]

In this session, you’ll hear about the latest developments on the legislative and regulatory
fronts as the 115th Congress and the new Administration settle in.  Tom’s presentation will
focus on AAHomecare’s efforts to work with our champions on Capitol Hill and new
leadership at HHS & CMS to fashion better policies on competitive bidding, CRT
accessories, prior authorization, and oxygen reimbursement issues.  He’ll also discuss
industry efforts to improve the Medicare audit and appeal process and the Association’s
leadership role in looking at value-based billing for oxygen.  And finally, he’ll give his



perspectives on how the HME community can become even more effective on legislative and
regulatory fronts in the coming years – and how you can play a part in this effort.

9:30a – 10:30a Getting Past No – Managed Care Contracting from the Business and
Legal Perspective – Nauset I & II
Speaker: Jack Pivar, Esq., Jack J. Pivar Attorney at Law and David Kadish, David Kadish
Consulting

An interactive session designed to give participants a practical picture of negotiating with a
health insurer. An experienced health care attorney and an experienced executive who
directed the contracting efforts for a regional health insurance company will present practical
advice on the process of developing and maintaining your relationships with your third party
payers.  The presenters will review the preparation for negotiation, key points of the
negotiation process, how you can improve your position in relating to your payers over the
long term, how your legal contract with the payers can protect you, what you should do in
case the payer is not responsive to your point of view. After the presentation, a question and
answer session will follow.

9:30a – 10:30a HME in 2017 & Beyond: Things Are Looking UP! - Shutters
Speaker: Mark Higley, VGM Group [Sponsored by VGM Group]

The end of 2016 arguably offered some promising changes to the Medicare reimbursement
climate. The CURES bill mitigated some of the rural roll-out pain, a Final Rule indicated
future bid rounds will begin at a much higher ceiling, and a bid bond requirement may allow
for some “out of area bidder” relief. Medicare reimbursement continues to be a key payer
benchmark, and these positive events should raise the overall bar. We will see. In the
meantime, the market continues to consolidate. The session will present current HME market
statistics. Valuations are down, but the trend indicates an upward tick. Who are the buyers?
Mark will explain and offer commentary!

10:30a – 12:00p Mid-morning break with exhibitors – Nauset III, IV & V

12:00p-1:00p Business meeting / Lunch / Awards – Ocean View Room

We will be electing our Board of Directors and Officers for 2017-2018 and presenting our
annual awards.

1:05p – 2:35p Payer Relationships-Stand out from the Crowd – Nauset I & II
Panelists:  Laura Williard (AAHomecare), Christopher Arapoff (Medtronic), Jack Pivar (Jack
J. Pivar, Attorney at Law), David Kadish (David Kadish Consulting); Moderator: Mark Vages
(Philips Respironics)

We all know the payer environment is shifting away from traditional Medicare and fee
for service Medicaid.   Contracts with managed care and commercial payers has
become increasingly important to the success of your company.  This session will
discuss strategies on building and maintaining these payer relationships which will
ultimately help in initial and ongoing contract negotiations.  Learn what things beyond
price should be included in your contract discussions and what data you should be
prepared to present.

2:45p – 3:30p Dessert with exhibitors – Nauset III, IV & V

3:35p – 4:35p Common Sense Approach to Compliance – Nauset I & II
Speaker: Wayne van Halem, van Halem Consulting

Many suppliers are confused when it comes to compliance. What does “compliance” mean?
What am I required to do? How much should I spend? These are the types of questions that
will be answered in this presentation. While some suppliers think they have a comprehensive
compliance program, it really isn’t effective. On the flip side, some suppliers may be going
overboard on changes that they implemented and it ends up causing backlogged work and
inefficiencies. This presentation will discuss best practices and practical solutions when it



comes to an effective compliance program, including what a strong QA program looks like
and the most effective way to self-audit. We will also discuss some practical methods for
tracking your audit results and success rates.

3:35p – 4:35p Retail Metrics – Measure to Improve - Shutters
Speaker: Michael Scarsella, Golden Technologies [Sponsored by Golden Technologies]

This presentation focuses on 9 key retail metrics that are vital to the success of all DME
retailers. Gross Margin, Dollars per Square Foot, Break Even, Close Rates, Average Ticket,
and other metrics are highlighted during the presentation. The discussion explores not just
what to measure but how and why to measure. The goal of the presentation is to provide
retailers with the ability to gauge where their business currently sits, identify where they want
to go and the tools to chart a path to get there.

4:45p Apple iPad Raffle winner announced – Nauset I & II

Meeting adjourns


